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The Switch



Frank is to pick up a valuable painting from a gallery and bring it to a rich art collector. There is a wild chase during the transfer and a young woman threatens him with a gun and claims that the painting is hers. Fortunately, at this moment the police appears and Frank seizes the opportunity to wriggle out of the situation. But when he delivers the painting to art collector Max Khyber (Hannes Jaenicke), it turns out that it is a fake. Khyber feels betrayed and suspects Frank. He holds Frank prisoner on his property and sends in a dominatrix to get him to to talk, but Frank manages to free himself and goes in search of the original.
Quest roles:
Hannes Jaenicke(Max Khyber), Leela Savasta(Rebecca Pissarro), Kevin Jubinville(Charles Tracy), Ieva Lucs(Lara), Christopher Jacot(Ivon)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
20 December 2012, 21:00
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